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Epicurean Experiences 
Embark on a flavor adventure at Picotin's Waterboat House, Katong, and Fairways. Explore distinctive dining, entertainment & retail options with Picotin Express, Brewhaus, and Dayli. And, with our customizable event spaces, we'll craft a celebration beyond your wildest dreams.

Book a Table

AT WATERBOAT HOUSEAT KATONGAT ASIA SQUAREAT BREWHAUS
ORDER ONLINE












About PICOTIN

THE PICOTIN LEGACY
From the stables of Turf Club Road to the hearts of food lovers, Picotin's story began in 2007 with its delectable European dishes and one-of-a-kind dining experiences.
More About Us





European
cuisine
Picotin offers a burst of European flavors in every dish.

Unique dining experiences
Picotin outlets are designed to create memorable dining experiences.

Event 
SPACES
Picotin's locations are available for events of all sizes.













our kitchen

Taste the passion in every bite: Picotin's culinary creations

At Picotin, our talented team of chefs infuse their passion into every dish they create. From the freshest ingredients to unique flavor combinations, every bite is a journey of culinary magic.
OUR MENU








WEDDINGS & EVENTS




Celebrate life's milestones at Picotin's iconic SPACES
Create lasting memories at Picotin's historic and picturesque event spaces. Let us help make your special moments unforgettable.
book a SPACE





















PICOTIN




LOCATIONS

PICOTIN
Waterboat House
Savor breathtaking rooftop views of the city's shimmering skyline, poetic sunsets, and delectable cuisine as you celebrate life's moments.


PICOTIN
Katong
Dine in a colonial bungalow along Joo Chiat heritage trail, blending tradition and modernity. Admire pre-war architecture, colorful shophouses, and intricate motifs.


PICOTIN
Fairways
Savor dining in a symphony of nature surrounded by panoramic green landscapes, heritage trees, and the soothing breeze at Picotin Fairways.
















PICOTIN




BRANDS

Picotin Brewhaus
Savor freshly-brewed live craft beer from temperature-controlled tank taps. Pair your drink with delectable food for a one-of-a-kind experience.


Picotin Express
Get a taste of freshness at Picotin Express! Indulge in fresh food, rich gourmet coffee, and handcrafted live craft beer with easy delivery options.


Dayli by Picotin
Get fresh food, everyday essentials, and more at pocket-friendly prices at Dayli, a combination of supermarket and fresh food market experience.









Newsletter




sign up to our newsletter

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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Quick Links
Careers at PicotinThe Pico App (coming soon)
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